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Dedication:
 This book is for my mum because she take care

of me and help me when I needed help



The warm sun shore through the green jungle leaves as
Larry the lizard slowly woke up.

Larry looked out into the distance when he remembered
that he had to get ready to go on his big journey.



He quickly got up and searched through his bag to find his
map, he had to go to the great big temple in the desert.



He set off on his journey. The desert was really really
far away, and he will need to sprint to get there.



Oh no there is a problem, he has to get over this
really wide flowing river. He takes a really big run

up Sprints leaps and. . .



... he makes it! Now Larry has to keep on
running. He gets into the desert and looks
on his map he can't work out where he is.

He's lost.



The fox wants to help Larry the lizard. So they travel
together to the temple.



He sees a fox in the desert and he runs up to him and
asks do you know where the temple is? Jai The fox

knows where it is.



 

 The made it, The green emerald keeps the
whole jungle alive, it keeps the green leaves

green.  



As they start to go inside, Larry the
lizard sees Kye the echidna, Kye

wants to get the green shiny
emerald too. He wants to destroy the
jungle, they start to do the obstacle

course.



 They get to the stage Kye is on, they
quickly rush past him, they get past him

and take the lead.



They start to sprint and get
to the last stage. They sprint,
and complete the last stage.

They get the emerald.



When they return to the jungle they do not know
where to put the green emerald. They are really

confused. 



Larry the lizard thinks and thinks “I know I could
put it somewhere in the jungle and it's hard to find.”
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The jungle is under threat and friends Larry and Jai are trying to
keep the jungle alive and safe from destruction by an evil echina.

 
Come on an exciting journey with jungle animals to save their

home.


